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PRESIDENT HOLLANDE HAS EXPRESSED THE WISH OF BASHAR AL ASSAD OF
LEAVING 
FRENCH AIR STRIKES SELF-DEFENCE IN SYRIA

Paris, Washington DC, New York, 04.10.2015, 03:53 Time

USPA NEWS - The French President Hollande is determined to fight ISIL at source, or in Syria (and Iraq at the border) because not
only this Islamist armed group has programmed terrorist attacks in France, but in addition it has recruited many french youngsters who
became djihadistes by indoctrination, in Syria.

The French intelligence services believe, that 1880 is the number of French part of the jihadist movement, which went as 491 Syria or
Iraq and 133 were killed. The French President Hollande is determined to fight ISIL at source, or in Syria (and Iraq at the border)
because not only this Islamist armed group has programmed terrorist attacks in France, but in addition it has recruited many french
youngsters who became djihadistes by indoctrination, in Syria. ISIL is hence, officially declared "Public Enemy of France." Hence the
french aerial strikes without any form of alliance with anyone, on this account settlement "bilateral" of the French suffering. THIS IS
THE THIRD EPISODE OF INTERNATIONAL NEGOTIATIONS TO STABILISE SYRIA AND FIGHT AGAINST ISIL. We have chosen
to publish this serial of negotiation live, regarding the hot topic of negotiation by the nations involved to stabilise Syria, and in parallel
fighting against ISIL, in Syria as well. Here is the essential of the PART III. Each article is reminding the precedent article quoting the
sequence of the episode related to the same topic.

Regardless of this big issue, Francois Hollande shows an openness to the idea of a "broad coalition" against ISIL, and a resolution of
the Security Council - a proposal submitted Monday to the Council by Russia which evoked a political coalition military and including
Iran and the Syrian regime. (At a press conference before his address to the UN Assembly)
Nevertheless, the French President, has maintained two conditions: finding a political solution to prepare the transition, which
obviously "involves the departure of Bashar al-Assad.“�“¦/---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
See also article 3: PART II HEADS OF STATES OF 3 NATIONS CLARIFY THEIR POSITION IN FIGHTING ISIL IN SYRIA AT UN
70 TH GENERAL ASSEMBLY PART II - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5614/heads-of-states-of-3-nations-clarify-their-
position-in-fighting-isil-in-syria.html#sthash.8F9kBU5A.dpuf See also article 2: PART I PRESIDENT OBAMA IS DETERMINED TO
COMBAT ISIL IN SYRIA BUT BACHAR AL ASSAD
MUST LEAVE- PART I - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-5613/president-obama-is-determined-to-combat-isil-in-syria-
but-bachar-al-assad.html#sthash.F3jG3uhH.dpuf

AS FAR AS BASHAR AL ASSAD IS CONCERNED, SHALL HE ACCEPT TO GIVE UP AND LEAVE THE PRESIDENCY OF SYRIA
FOR A TRANSITION?----------------------------------------------For this idea of “‹“‹enlargement of the international coalition, can be
effective, it would arrive at a diplomatic political process strong and smart. this implies that this process can then find a solution on the
ground militarily with the help of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Turkey, Iran, the closest countries in the region and Canada and Russia.
Knowing that Bashar al Assad, will also produce its own alliances, which counts on friendly countries, such as Lebanon (Hezbollah)
Iraq, Algeria, Egypt (Since taking power in Al Sissi) the ... China and Russia who supported far. What about the current configuration,
following the strategic advancement of several keys
nations.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The President Obama has declared about him that "only Russia and Iran support" Assad, and "the world is united."
Everything lies in the strategies of each of the countries cited as well as France and the USA, whose direct objectives are not the same
and do the opinions differ, as to the priorities of each other. Other Elements of economic order take into account and a broader
perspective, geopolitical. The stakes in France are for example oriented toward the "ISIL targeting", officially parallel with the total
refusal to negotiate with Bashar Al Assad. The US has a strategy that joins that of France but are willing to work with Russia to reach
the end of the conflict. It prevents that President Obama said yesterday that there will be "no proxy war" between the two powers that
are the USA and Russia. France joins the US in their strategy, certainly, but does not have the same means nor military, nor in secret
services.“¦/
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